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Overall Comments 
Dear Nicola 
 
Many thanks for the assignment and for the chat today.  I will post the prints back to you 
tomorrow. 
 
As I explained in the tutorial, below if a summary of the conversation that we had.  If I have 
missed anything out or you wish to reply to a comment, please do add to the feedback – if 
you do add comments, please use a different colour text. 
 
Have a good trip and look forward to receiving assignment three when ready. 
 
Assessment potential 
  
Assignment 2 and 4 Assessment potential 
Select one out of the three statements below: 
  
 *delete as appropriate 
  
I understand your aim is to go for the Photography/Creative Arts* Degree and that you 
plan to submit your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you 
have shown in this assignment, providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe 
you have the potential to pass at assessment.  In order to meet all the assessment 
criteria, there are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will outline in my 
feedback.  



 
 
Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
For the assignment you have produced a coherent set of images.  The work has been 
influenced by looking at both New Topographic and Lee Friedlander.  
It is clear from the images that you have taken time to consider viewpoint/composition. 
 
We discussed how you approached the assignment and the many shoots that were 
undertaken.  I advised that you should document this process in your learning log as it is not 
explicit how much work you have put into the series. 
 
We discussed using sections of contact sheets to explain working process and how you 
decided on methodology. 
 
For the next assignment, do try to use your journal section of blog to write about your work in 
real time. 
 
We also discussed the merits and disadvantages of using prime lenses.   
 
With regard to printing at home, I recommend the use of a daylight balanced lamp so that 
you have a consistent light source to evaluate your prints. 
 
 
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 
The coursework is being completed and you are discussing the key points of it.  There are 
some aspects – edge lands – that you may come back to for further follow up. 
 
 
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
You have shown research on your blog.  When you reflect on your assignment and the work 
for Part Two – critical think how your research is making an impact on your work. 
 
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
This is really developing – the new blog navigation is much improved. 
Do continue to add to this.  Consider regularly reflecting on the course.  How is your 
photography work changing in response to the coursework/research that you are doing? 
 
It is good to see you recording interaction with other students – do continue to do this. 
 
 



Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 
We didn’t discuss any research sources going forward.   
For the outline of assignment 6 that you gave you could look at some of the following: 
Edward Weston – work from Point Lobos 
Minor White 
Both photographers produced close up abstract details that may help you with the closer up 
work in the forest. 
 
Jitka Hanzola produced a wonderful project called ‘Forest’ 
http://www.jitkahanzlova.com/works/forest_07.htm 
 
For assignment 3, let me know your ideas as you start on the project and I can recommend 
a few photographers.  Do also use the forums/groups hangouts/regional group for ideas and 
document this feedback on your blog. 
 
Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: 
written or video/audio. 
 
 

Strengths Areas for development 

Blog reorganised makes navigation much easier Making further use of the journal to record your 
work in progress 

Assignment shows a cohesive set of images 
(maybe drop to 10 images?) 

Telling the backstory of the assignment 

Time and patience taken to obtain the best 
results when shooting, editing and reshooting. 

To also capture in my journal photographic and 
artist reflections that fall outside the remit of 
coursework and assignments. 

Taking an open and flexible approach when 
working on the project, adapting the work to new 
ideas as they occurred/presented themselves. 

To trust my own instincts more and not 
compare my style of work to peers but to be 
confident of my own developing style and 
interests. 
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